
All dimensions are approximate and subject to normal ceramic variation.
Although every effort is made not to change the above product specification, Lecico reserve the right 
to do so without prior notification if necessary.
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Shown: Close coupled 750mm projection WC with grey ring seat.

DOCM750PAN - DOCM750BCI - STDGRTFRING2
Rails shown for illustration

Overview:

Designed to meet the demands of DocM and LANTAC. This WC has a projection of 750mm to provide easy 
access for wheelchair users and those with limited mobility. The Rimless design also makes this product 
comply with HBN 00-10 Part C (formerly known as HTM64).

Key product features:

• Horizontal outlet
• CE and HBN 00-10 Part C Compliant
• Raised height
• DocM ready

Product: Pan Cistern

Code: DOCM750PAN DOCM750BCI

Weight in kg: 29.4 14.2

Colour: White

Material: Vitreous china

Standard: EN997-CL1-4-VRII+CL2

DOP: WCC2

BiM download: √ √

CAD download: √ √

Flushing volume 4ltr Single flush

Flushing mechanism: Lever action - Left or right hand

Inlet: Bottom inlet LH/RH

WRAS: All Lecico fittings are WRAS approved

White ring seat: STWHTFIXRINGA2 - no lid / STWHTFIXLRINGA2 - with lid

Blue ring seat: STDBTFRING2 - no lid / STDBTFLRING2 - with lid

Grey ring seat: STDGRTFRING2 - no lid / STDGRTFLRING2 - with lid

Black ring seat: STDBLARING - with lid*

Red ring seat: STRDRING* - no lid / STRDLRING - with lid*

Anti-lateral no lidded 
ring seat:

White - STRINGALWH / Blue - STRINGALBL / Grey - STRINGALGR

Special notes 

Pan fixes to floor using side fixing bracket supplied with pan.
Cistern fixes to wall.
Seats for this WC are top fix to make installation and cleaning easy.
*Requires additional top fix hinge mechanism STWHTFRING.


